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the goods and the capital markets. We replaced the consumer price index (CPI) considered 
by Juselius and MacDonald with the producer price index (PPI) to check whether the 
international parity relationships still cointegrate. To our surprise we outstandingly 
produced similar results to those by Juselius and MacDonald, suggesting that the 
cointegration relationships in the international parity conditions hold also if we use different 
measures of prices. What is striking in our results is that even if there is no direct 
cointegration relation between CPI and PPI both in Germany and USA, the cointegration 
relation found between ppp and uip still holds notwithstanding of how ppp is measured. 
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1 Int roduct ion
Recently, basic issues in international monetary economics concerning the validity of parity
conditions are receiving a growing interest also in econometrics.
Seemingly simple questions about the determinants of exchange rates between for instance
Europe and USA, do not still ¯nd adequate responses rigorously grounded on empirical data. Is
the exchange rate determined by the level of prices as the Purchasing Power Parity (ppp) theory
suggests? Is the exchange rate determined by the spread between the interest rates in the two
countries as the Uncovered Interest Rate Parity (uip) theory claims? How prices respond to
changes in exchange rates and interest rates?
Answering to these issues becomes problematic when economic theory assumes that ppp
and uip hold while both are empirically found non stationary in the short and medium-long
run such as a span of 20-25 years (Rogo® 1996). Indeed it has been di±cult to prove that
there was any convergence toward ppp and uip in the long run. Rogo® refers to this problem
as `the Purchasing Power Parity Puzzle' and talks about `the embarrassment of not being able
to reject the random walk model' for the ppp while other authors doubt about the usefulness
of both the ppp and uip1.
This paper aims to show that the ppp and uip relations are indeed extremely interesting
when they are jointly modelled and we should not be embarrassed when we deal with `random
walk' parity conditions. Indeed, just because ppp and uip behave in a non stationary way, we
may investigate cointegration relations between the two parities i.e. the stationary long run
relations between pseudo random walks (the ppp and the uip) that share common trends.
This paper is based on a recent paper by Juselius and MacDonald (2000, revised in 2003) and
two `Journal of Econometrics' articles by Juselius (1995) and Johansen and Juselius (1992). The
basic feature in all these articles is that the joint modelling of international parity conditions,
namely ppp and uip, produces stationary relations showing an important interaction between
the goods (via the ppp) and the capital markets (via the uip)2.
Since there is no `right' ppp measure (Rogo® 1996)3, we replaced the consumer price index
1See Colombo and Lossani (2000).
2See Juselius 1995.
3Rogo® (1996) put forward the idea to use even the McDonald's `Big Mac' index to produce a PPP measure
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(CPI) considered by Juselius and MacDonald with the producer price index (PPI) to check
whether the international parity relationships still cointegrate. To our surprise we outstandingly
produced similar results to those by Juselius and MacDonald, suggesting that the cointegration
relationships in the international parity conditions hold also if we use di®erent measures of
prices. What is striking in our results is that even if there is no direct cointegration relation
between CPI and PPI both in Germany and USA, the cointegration relation found between
ppp and uip still holds notwithstanding of how ppp is measured.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de¯ne the international parity condi-
tions. In Section 3 we discuss the choice of the variables, the data set and we provide some
preliminary visual analysis of the variables and the parity conditions. In Section 4 we explain
the statistical model we use to test the parities. In Section 5 we test parity conditions using a
model with a minimal number of variables, which excludes the short interest rates. In Section
6 we extend the model including also the short term interest rates. Using the moving average
(MA) representation, the weakly exogenous variables and the long run impacts of shocks are
also discussed. Section 7 concludes and summarizes the main results.
2 Int erna tional pa rities c onditions
2.1 The absolute ppp
The absolute ppp states that, once converted to a common currency, the price levels in the two
countries should be equal (Rogo® 1996). The log of the absolute ppp, is de¯ned as:
pt ¡ p¤t ¡ st = 0 (1)
with the data provided by The Economist. We found this idea not only very entertaining, but worth to be ana-
lyzed. In fact the Big Mac being essentially the same in all countries, is a homogeneous completely standardized
good such as gold, silver and oil but, di®erently from gold, silver and oil, it is a nontradeble good. The Big Mac
is in fact locally produced and its price may well re°ect the di®erences in raw material and unit labor costs.
Being a nontradeble but a homogeneous standardized good, the Big Mac index may be used as a proxy to
compare the relative costs and indirectly prices in each country through nominal exchange rates. In this sense
the Big Mac index may be used to determine under or overvaluation of currencies relative to another currency.
Unfortunately the actual dataset would not allow us to use VAR (longer time series would be needed) and
cointegration techniques in a reliable way. The Big Mac index data set by The Economist contains only the data
of the last decade on a semester basis so that VAR modelling and cointegration are by now precluded.
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where pt is the log of the domestic price level (in our case the German producer, wholesale,
price level index), p¤t is the log of the foreign price level (in our case the producer, wholesale,
price level index in USA), st denotes the log of the spot exchange rate (home currency price of
a unit of foreign currency).
If the ppp holds empirically, we would expect that:
pt ¡ p¤t ¡ st s I(0)
where I(0) stands for zero order integrated process.
The empirical analysis con¯rms two main aspects:
- The ppp is a relation valid only in the very long run (temporal horizon of more than 50
years). On a shorter temporal horizon we observe persistent deviation from ppp (Rogo® 1996).
The nature of the empirical support for ppp is very dependent on the sample period. If
a relatively long span of data is used such as a century, there is mounting evidence that ppp
is valid, although the adjustment speed of ppp is too slow to be consistent with a traditional
version of ppp (Rogo® 1996) and for the recent °oating experience there is little evidence that
ppp behaves like a I(0) process.
Juselius and MacDonald suggest that there are a number of possible reasons why the ppp
has a so little empirical support in the short and medium run. One reason could lie in the
rather weak correspondence between the measured prices series used by researchers - usually
the CPI index - and the true theoretical prices; other variables not mentioned by theory,
such as institutional factors, might also be relevant. Another reason, which is an objection to
traditional ppp is that there may be important real determinants (such as productivity shocks,
di®erences in technology and preferences), which are responsible for introducing a stochastic
trend into real exchange rates which in turn are likely to be linked to the current account of
the balance of payments constraint (MacDonald 2000, Juselius and MacDonald 2003). As long
as a de¯cit (surplus) in the current account implies a lower (higher) future consumption, no
country can inde¯nitely run current account de¯cits without going bankrupt, both the current
account and the ppp cannot drift without any boundary although temporary imbalances are
permissible. Thus, both the current account and ppp should eventually mean revert but with a
so small coe±cient in the very long run to be statistically signi¯cant.
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2.2 The ui p
Current account de¯cits have to be ¯nanced through the capital and ¯nancial account or a
change in reserve assets. As there is no change in reserve assets in case of no foreign exchange
market intervention as implied in a °oating exchange rate regime, the ppp should indirectly
be linked to the capital and ¯nancial account which in turn is likely to be linked with the uip
(MacDonald 2000).
The condition of uip, is de¯ned as:
Et¢mst+m=m ¡ ilt + il¤t = 0 (2)
where ilt denotes a long term bond yield with maturity t+m, or simplifying t+1, Et denotes
the conditional expectations operator on the basis of time-t information set. The uip states
that, in the capital market, the interest rate di®erential between the two countries is equal to
the expected change in the spot exchange rates (Juselius 1995). Hence, once converted to a
common currency, the interest rates in the two countries should be equal. If this were not,
investors would have the incentive to move capitals from the country where the interest rate
is lower to the country where the interest rate is higher till equilibrium. Thus, the uip is an
arbitrage relation that describes an equilibrium in the capital markets (Colombo and Lossani
2000).
If the uip hold empirically, we would expect that:
Et¢mst+m=m ¡ ilt + il¤t s I(0)
Juselius (1995) and Juselius and MacDonald (2000) maintain that empirical tests by other
authors (Cumby and Obstfeld 1981) have con¯rmed that the uip, like the ppp, is a non stationary
relation. These empirical tests are usually carried out testing and estimating the coe±cients of
the following relation
¢st+1 = ®+ ¯
³
ilt ¡ il¤t
´
+ vt (3)
with ® and ¯ the coe±cients and vt unpredictable i.i.d. shock,.
The uip requires ¯ = 1, lower (higher) domestic interest rates would require an exchange rate
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appreciation (depreciation). However most of the empirical studies have found that the uip in
industrialized countries is systematically rejected and the estimated ¯ is ¡0:88 (Colombo and
Lossani 2000), signifying that high interest rates were related with appreciating rather than
depreciating currencies. This unexpected result however can be explained as long as higher
interest rates are an incentive to move ¯nancial capitals from the country where the interest
rate is lower to the country where the interest rate is higher increasing the currency demand for
the country with higher interest rates and increasing the currency supply for the country with
a lower interest rate. Higher currency demand induces currency appreciation while an increase
of currency supply a currency depreciation, higher (lower) interest rates may be related with an
exchange rate appreciation (depreciation) in conformity with empirical results and contravening
the uip theory. Thus, the uip would not be rejected only in the special case that countries have
the same net interest rates and no incentive to move capitals from one country to the other.
2.3 Combining the ppp with the ui p
In this paper we also will add evidence that ppp and uip as such do not ¯nd empirical support,
however, our aim is to check whether a linear combination of the two parities are able to
generate a stationary relation.
Before arriving to a ¯nal equation to test that includes both parities, from the uip equation:
ilt ¡ il¤t = Et¢st+1 (4)
If speculators form exchange rate expectations on the basis of in°ationary prediction, given the
ppp equation, di®erencing and taking the expected change of exchange rate:
Et¢st+1 = Et¢pt+1 ¡Et¢p¤t+1 (5)
Thus:
ilt ¡ il¤t = Et¢pt+1 ¡ Et¢p¤t+1 (6)
and
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ilt ¡ il¤t ¡ Et¢pt+1 + Et¢p¤t+1 = 0
i.e., real interest rates are thought to be arbitraged together as if people expected more
in°ation in one currency than in the other and a higher nominal interest rate were required to
attract investors to hold assets in that currency.
A relation which assumes proportionality (! is a parameter to be estimated)4 between ppp
and uip may be written as:
ilt ¡ il¤t ¡Et¢pt+1 +Et¢p¤t+1 = ! (pt ¡ p¤t ¡ st) (7)
or alternatively:
ilt ¡ il¤t = Et(¢pt+1 ¡¢p¤t+1) + !pppt
that would ¯nd empirical support if:
ilt ¡ il¤t ¡!pppt ¡Et(¢pt+1 ¡ ¢p¤t+1) s I(0)
and this would be the case of either:
ilt ¡ il¤t s I(0), pppt s I(0) and Et(¢pt+1 ¡ ¢p¤t+1) s I(0)
or:
ilt ¡ il¤t s I(1) , pppt s I(1) and Et(¢pt+1 ¡¢p¤t+1) s I(1)
but ilt ¡ il¤t ¡ !pppt ¡ Et(¢pt+1 ¡¢p¤t+1) s I(0).
If we assume agents do not make systematic forecast errors in in°ation rates:
Et(¢pt+1 ¡ ¢p¤t+1) = (¢pt ¡ ¢p¤t ) + vt
with vt unpredictable i.i.d. shock and:
ilt ¡ il¤t = (¢pt ¡¢p¤t ) +!pppt + vt (8)
4The parameter ! might be interpreted as the responsiveness of the capital movements that enter in the
capital and ¯nancial account to uip. A small value of the parameter ! may imply a large responsiveness of
capital movements to the net interest rate di®erential.
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Testing:
(ilt ¡ il¤t ) ¡ (¢pt¡ ¢p¤t ) ¡!pppt s I(0) (9)
is equivalent to test whether or not equation (8) ¯nds empirical support.
The last equation can also interpreted as the log of the real exchange rate proportional to
the spread between the real interest rates in the two countries:
³
ilt ¡¢pt
´
¡
³
il¤t ¡ ¢p¤t
´
= !pppt (10)
If ppp is decomposed into prices and the nominal exchange rate, we might even come up with
a relation, which might be interpreted like an equation for the determinants of the exchange
rate, that shows the nominal exchange rate in function of the spread of prices and the spread
of real interest rates:
st = (pt ¡ p¤t )¡ 1!(ilt ¡ ¢pt) + 1!(il¤t ¡¢p¤t )
a relation which shows that the nominal exchange rate appreciates (depreciates) when do-
mestic real interest rates exceed (are less than) foreign real exchange rates.
The relation expressed in (9) is the fundamental relation that we test and would be satis¯ ed
either in the case that:
ilt ¡ il¤t s I(0), pppt s I(0) and (¢pt ¡¢p¤t ) s I(0)
or:
ilt ¡ il¤t s I(1) , pppt s I(1) and (¢pt ¡ ¢p¤t ) s I(1).
Before starting the tests, a rationale choice of the variables, the sample period and the data
set will be discussed in the next section.
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3 C hoic e of t he variables , dat a s et a nd a v isua l ana lysis
3.1 Choice of the var iable s and data set
The variables that enter in equation (8) are:
- pt, the home price index
- p¤t , the foreign price index
- it, the home interest rate
- i¤ , the foreign interest rate
- st, the spot exchange rate
In this paper, our analysis focuses only on two `big' countries, namely Germany and USA
and is referred to the recent °oat period after the end of the Bretton-Woods system (1975-
1998)5.
The choice of the countries and the sample period may be justi¯ed in the following way:
- It is always worth not to mix di®erent regimes. An economic relation might have economic
meaning in one period and be nonsense for another in which a di®erent regime prevails. Often
it is worth to divide the sample in regime periods, and conduct a di®erent analysis for the post
war era and for the post Bretton-Woods period.
- The two countries, Germany and USA, are to be considered two `big' countries during
the last thirty years. In the last 25-30 years, a change in one of the two countries would likely
have a®ected the other. Conversely, if we refer to the immediate post war period, we would
expect that Germany follows the changes in the US economy, i.e. we would expect to consider
Germany a small country and USA a big one.
Our analysis faces also other issues concerning which category of prices and interest rates
should be analyzed. Should we consider the CPI or the Big Mac index? Generally the CPI is
chosen, but there is no right answer to that question; we chose the PPI. Although producer prices
are often seen as a leading indicator of the consumer prices, the relation between the two indices
is not so close and may be relevant to check whether cointegration relationships are robust to
changes with respect to the indices used. The two indices are made up with di®erent subindices,
5Actually the end of the Bretton Woods system, the monetary regime based on convertibility indirectly linked
to gold, is generally dated between 1971 and 1973.
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di®erent weighting and a di®erent method of questioning is used. Di®erently from the consumer
price index, the producer price index does not include pro¯t margins and wholesales and retail
costs as well as taxes due on sales and imports are also excluded (BLS 1997). In our speci¯c
case, this might imply the exclusion for those dummies that measure the e®ect on German
prices of various excise taxes introduced to pay the German reuni¯cation.
If there is no right ppp measure, there is no right measure for the uip too. Shall we consider
the long or the short interest rate? Generally the long interest rate is chosen, we will consider
both.
Our database consists of the following variables:
- pt, the German, or `home', producer price index
- p¤t , the US, or `foreign', producer price index
- ilt, the German long bond yield (10 years)
- il¤t , the US long bond yield (10 years)
- st, the spot exchange rate, USdollar/Deutschemark
- ist , the German three month Treasury bill rate
- is¤t , the US three month Treasury bill rate
This database was provided by Prof. Juselius and was extracted from the International
Monetary Fund CD-rom 1998. Data sources such as Datastream also contain the same and
updated values. All the data are monthly, not seasonally adjusted. The starting date of our
sample is July 1975, because short term interest rate for Germany are available only from that
date. We transformed prices and the exchange rate with their natural log, the yearly interest
rates were taken in percentage (i.e. divided by 100) and divided by 12 to obtain the monthly
rates while ppp was divided by 100.
3.2 Visualizing data
The visual inspection of the data is a critical ¯rst step in any econometric analysis (Enders
1995). The graphs of the time series of all the variables relevant for the paper are shown in
levels and di®erences6.
6The software CATS in RATS by Hansen H. and Juselius K., 2000, was used for all computations and graphical
output in this Part.
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Prices and in°ation rates
In this subsection we want to show that prices may seem to be I(2), in°ation rates I(1) but
(¢pt ¡ ¢p¤t ) s I(1).
Prices and its di®erences, i.e. in°ation rates, show a rapid increase in the 1970s and a
slowing down pattern since 1979 till 1986 and a more stable pattern for the subsequent period
both in Germany (see Fig. 1, LGEWPI time series, we call LGEWPI, the log of German
producer price index)
LGEWPI
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
4.16
4.24
4.32
4.40
4.48
4.56
4.64
4.72
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.016
-0.012
-0.008
-0.004
0.000
0.004
0.008
0.012
0.016
Fig. 1: The log of PPI index in Germany.
and in USA (see Fig. 2 LUSWPI time series, we call LUSWPI, the log of the US producer
price index).
It can also noticed that in the beginning of the 80s prices in the USA became already
much more stable. This was the successful result of the board lead by the newly appointed
(by President J. Carter) chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
P. Volcker, whose intent was a restrictive monetary policy to reduce two digits in°ation (Dunn
and Mutti 2004). The e®orts of the FED were reinforced by government interventions of the
Reagan Administration for a signi¯cant tax cut, a marked expansion of public de¯cit and a
market deregulation aimed to increase competition (Trapp 1987). An evident e®ect of the
tight monetary policy and the ¯scal policy was the remarkable appreciation of the US dollar.
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The appreciation of the dollar was not simply due to an unconditional reliance in the fast
growing US economy. Rather probably was the result of the large US ¯scal de¯cit that became
too large to be ¯nanced by American investors. The ¯scal de¯cit required borrowing from
saver nations such as Germany. US securities were widely purchased by Germans who had to
demand for US dollars, driving up the dollar. The appreciation of the dollar fuelled German
in°ation because of higher import prices. A tight monetary and ¯scal policy were also followed
in Germany to reduce in°ation, of which the substantial costs in terms of economic welfare
loss became acknowledged. During 1984 the Reagan administration began to worry about the
loss of competitiveness due to the strong dollar (Trapp 1987). At the Plaza Hotel Accord in
New York in September 1985, the USA agreed to intervene in the foreign exchange market
(Dunn and Mutti 2004), plainly contravening a freely °oating exchange rate system. In the
subsequent year the US dollar quickly lost the former gain against the German mark. During
1986 it was argued that the exchange rates with the dollar was already reasonable and there
would likely been negative in°ation for that year in Germany (Trapp 1987). The forecasted
negative in°ation that actually occurred was simply due to lower imported prices caused by a
cheaper US dollar (Trapp 1987) beyond a slight imported de°ation from the USA. The decline
in the price level in 1986 was of short duration and indeed caused by an exchange related fall
in import prices (Deutsche Bundesbank 2003).
LUSWPI
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
3.9
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.020
-0.015
-0.010
-0.005
0.000
0.005
0.010
0.015
0.020
0.025
Fig. 2: The log of PPI index in the US.
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We also noticed that the producer price index is much more volatile than the consumer price
index, which is shown in the next two ¯gures for Germany and USA (see Fig. 3, LGECPI time
series, we call LGECPI, the log of the consumer price index in Germany; in Fig. 4 see LUSCPI
where we call LUSCPI the log of the US consumer price index). It is interesting to note that
in Germany consumer prices seem less a®ected by the de°ation occurred in 1986 compared to
producer prices, while in°ation rates calculated with consumer prices become much higher after
the German reuni¯cation.
LGECPI
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.005
0.000
0.005
0.010
0.015
0.020
Fig. 3: The log CPI index in Germany.
LUSCPI
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
3.68
3.84
4.00
4.16
4.32
4.48
4.64
4.80
4.96
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.0050
-0.0025
0.0000
0.0025
0.0050
0.0075
0.0100
0.0125
0.0150
Fig. 4: The log of CPI index in the US.
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The common feature in Fig. 1-4 is that prices show a decidedly positive trend or drift
throughout the whole period, while their ¯rst di®erences i.e. in°ation rates, have a positive
mean.
If we compare the relation between PPI and CPI in Germany (see Fig. 5, LGEPWC time
series, we call LGEPWC the spread between the log of the producer and consumer price indices
in Germany) and in USA (see Fig. 6, LUSPWC time series, we call LUSPWC the spread
between the log of the producer and consumer price indices in USA) we observe a smooth
trending behavior showing that consumer price indices have averagely higher than producer
price indices.
LGEPWC
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.15
-0.10
-0.05
0.00
0.05
0.10
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.015
-0.010
-0.005
0.000
0.005
0.010
0.015
Fig. 5: The spread between price indices in Germany
LUSPWC
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.15
-0.10
-0.05
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.020
-0.015
-0.010
-0.005
0.000
0.005
0.010
0.015
0.020
Fig. 6: The spread of price indices in the US.
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Moreover, if we look to the relation (pt ¡ p¤t ) (see Fig. 7, GEUSPR time series, we call
GEUSPR the spread of the log of the producer price indices between Germany and USA), we
also notice a trending behavior characterized by a strong autocorrelation and a rather smooth
pattern (due to a non zero acceleration rate) which sometimes may be found in I (2) processes.
We surmise that pt s I(2), p¤t s I(2) and (pt ¡ p¤t ) s I(2), that is, prices alone do not
cointegrate. Therefore, we may think that (¢pt ¡ ¢p¤t ) s I(1) and will test this hypothesis
later.
GEUSPR
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.10
-0.05
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.020
-0.015
-0.010
-0.005
0.000
0.005
0.010
0.015
0.020
Fig. 7: The price spread between Germany and US.
Exchange rates and ppp
We have noticed that prices may contain structures higher than I(1). Also exchange rates may
conceal I(2) components. Its behavior is rather smooth, with prolonged periods of appreciation
and periods of depreciation, with a trend tendency. However if we closely look at Fig. 8 (see
LDMUSD time series, we call LDMUSD the log of exchange rate of the German Mark against
the US Dollar) and Fig. 7, we may notice that the exchange rate and the spread of prices
may follow a similar trend in the long run. The sharp rise of exchange rates occurred between
the end of 1979 and 1985 could be explained as an e®ect of di®erent factors, such as the tight
monetary policy pursued by the FED to cure in°ation and the increase of US ¯scal de¯cit
reinforced by a speculative bubble of world-wide dimension.
14
LDMUSD
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.12
-0.08
-0.04
0.00
0.04
0.08
0.12
0.16
Fig 8: The log of exchange rate
In the case that spread in prices (which may be I(2)) share the same trend of exchange
rate (which may also be I(2)), we might ¯nd that they cointegrate from I(2) to I(1), i.e. they
are CI(2; 1). In Fig. 9 (see the PPPWGE time series, we call PPPWGE the ppp calculated
with the producer prices) we do not notice a typical trending behavior of I(2) processes and
we might think that ppp behaves like a I(1) process. As Enders (1995) pointed out referring to
the ppp, the series seems to meander in a fashion characteristic of a random walk process, i.e.
ppp is a I(1) process, although the only reliable way to detect I(1)-ness is testing.
PPPWGE
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.012
-0.011
-0.010
-0.009
-0.008
-0.007
-0.006
-0.005
-0.004
-0.003
DIFFERENCE
1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996
-0.00125
-0.00100
-0.00075
-0.00050
-0.00025
0.00000
0.00025
0.00050
0.00075
0.00100
Fig. 9: Purchasing Power Parity.
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The interest rates and their spread
Let us see ¯rst the spread of interest rates. As noticed by Juselius and MacDonald, the spread
between long bond interest rates follows a dynamics that is somewhat similar to the one of ppp
(compare Fig. 10 with Fig. 9; see the BONDSP time series, we call BONDSP the spread of
the long term interest rates in the two countries). From the graph the bond spread could seem
a I(1) process a®ected by some heteroskedasticity (see lower panel).
BONDSP
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.005
-0.004
-0.003
-0.002
-0.001
0.000
0.001
0.002
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.0012
-0.0008
-0.0004
-0.0000
0.0004
0.0008
0.0012
Fig. 10: The bond rate spread.
If we look at the Treasury Bill rates we notice a strong heteroskedasticity (see lower panel
Fig. 11; we called BILLSP the time series of the spread between Treasury Bill rates in the two
countries), and a quite irregular pattern. The short term interest rate spread might be a I(1)
process a®ected by some ARCH structure.
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BILLSP
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.0075
-0.0050
-0.0025
0.0000
0.0025
0.0050
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.0025
0.0000
0.0025
0.0050
Fig. 11: The Treasury Bill rate spread.
Now, if the spread of interest rates are I(1) they could be the result of the fact that the
interest rates in the two countries are I(1) and they do not cointegrate.
Fig. 12 and 13 suggest that both time series are a®ected by ARCH structures but they
do not show neither the typical smooth and prolonged trending behavior of I(2) time series
nor linear trends in the data which would otherwise con°ict with the assumption of rational
behavior in ¯nancial e±cient markets for which a systematic prediction for interest rates should
be ruled out. Similar consideration may apply to the time series of treasury bill rates (Fig. 14
and 15), so all interest rates seem to be I(1) processes with strong heteroskedasticity and they
do not cointegrate by themselves.
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GEBOND
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.010
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.0006
-0.0004
-0.0002
-0.0000
0.0002
0.0004
0.0006
0.0008
Fig. 12: The long term interest rate in Germany.
USBOND
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.010
0.011
0.012
0.013
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.0015
-0.0010
-0.0005
0.0000
0.0005
0.0010
0.0015
Fig. 13: the long term interest rate in the US.
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GETBILL
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.010
0.011
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.0015
-0.0010
-0.0005
0.0000
0.0005
0.0010
Fig. 14: Treasury Bill rate in Germany.
USTBILL
LEVEL
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
0.002
0.004
0.006
0.008
0.010
0.012
0.014
DIFFERENCE
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
-0.0050
-0.0025
0.0000
0.0025
Fig. 15: The US Treasury Bill rate.
The degree of integration of the analyzed data
Summarizing, from a simple visual inspection of the data and provisionally before testing, it
appears that:
- pt s I(2), p¤t s I(2), (pt ¡ p¤t ) s I(2) and st s I(2)
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- ¢pt s I(1), ¢p¤t s I(1), (¢pt ¡ ¢p¤t ) s I(1)
- ¢st s I(1)
- pppt s I(1)
- il s I(1), il¤ s I(1), (il ¡ il¤ ), I(1), and is s I(1), is¤ s I(1), (is ¡ is¤ ) s I(1)
If some variables, such as prices and the exchange rate, are I(2) and others, like in°ation
rates or interest rates, are I(1), all the variables (¢pt; ¢p¤t ; ilt; il¤t ; ist ;
is¤t ; pppt) in the fundamental relation (9) should be I(1) variables. Thus in order to test
relation (9), the I(1) procedure, the so called `Johansen procedure', should be su±cient7.
4 The I(1) model
The I(1) model can be formulated in two equivalent forms: the vector autoregressive model
VAR and the vector moving average representation VMA. While the VAR model enables us to
single out the long run relations in the data, the VMA representation is useful for the analysis
of the common trends that have generated the data (Juselius 1995).
4.1 The VAR repr esentation and the long run relations
The speci¯cation of VAR model formulated in the error correction form we are going to use in
our analysis is:
¢xt = ¡1¢xt¡1 + ::: + ¡k¡1¢xt¡k+1 + ¦xt¡1 + ®¯0 +®¯1DSt+
+°1DS + ª0Dpt +ª1Dtrt + ª2Dqt + "t
(11)
"t s Np (0;§), t = 1; :::;T
where p = 5 (or 7 for the extended model that includes short run interest rates) is the di-
mension of the VAR model, x0t =
£
¢pt; ¢p¤t ; ilt; il¤t ; pppt
¤
(or x0t =
£
¢pt;¢p¤t ; ilt; il¤t ; ist ; is¤t ; pppt
¤
),
x0t s I(1), k is the lag length (k = 3 in our case), DSt is a vector of mean shift dummy variables
which accounts for a mean in ¢xt and cumulates to a broken trend in xt serving to capture
7The I(1) procedure can be applied only to the variables that are `at most' I (1). This means that not all the
individual variables xt have to be I(1). They can be also I(0), but not more than I(1). This was the reason why
it was necessary to build a model with variables that were integrated not more than I(1).
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regime shifts, Dpt a vector of deterministic components with permanent e®ect such as inter-
vention dummies, Dtrt a vector of transitory shock dummy variables, Dqt centered seasonal
dummies which sum to zero in samples comprising complete years, ¡1,..., ¡k¡1, ª matrices of
freely varying parameters and:
¦ = ®¯0
where ® and ¯ are p £ r matrices of full rank, r is the rank of the ¦ matrix, and ¯0xt is
stationary, i.e. the stationary relations among non stationary variables such as relation (9). ¯0
and ° are parameters. The constant is restricted to lie in the cointegration space and the shift
dummy was decomposed in two new vectors to allow one of them to lie in the cointegration
space. This model does not allow for linear trends in the data and in the cointegration relations
as no reason for their existence was suggested by economic theory. Conversely it takes into
account of transitory shocks, permanent interventions and regime shifts grounded on historical
facts. The rank of the ¦ matrix is fundamental since it is equal to the number of stationary
relations between the levels of the variables, i.e. the number of long run steady states towards
which the process starts adjusting when it has been pushed away from the equilibrium (Hansen
and Juselius 2000).
4.2 The VMA r epres entation
The VMA representation is used to analyze the common trends that have generated the data,
i.e. the pushing forces from equilibrium that create the non stationary property in the data.
The VMA representation is the following:
xt = C
t¡1P
i=1
"i +C
t¡1P
i=1
(®±0 + ±1)DSi + C
t¡1P
i=1
ª0Dpi +C
t¡1P
i=1
ª1Dtri+
+C¤ (L) ("t + (®±0 + ±1)DSt +ª0Dpt +ª1Dtrt +®¯0 + °0)+ X0
(12)
where
C = ¯?
µ
®0?
µ
I¡ k¡1P
1
¡i
¶
¯?
¶¡1
®0?
®? and ¯? are (p ¡ r) £ (p¡ r) matrices orthogonal to ® and ¯, while the C matrix is of
reduced rank of order (p¡ r) and X0 the initial values. C¤ (L) is an in¯nite polynomial in the
lag operator L.
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The component C
t¡1P
i=1
"i represents stochastic trends of the process, C
t¡1P
i=1
(®±0 + ±1)DSi
captures a broken trend in xt while C
t¡1P
i=1
ª0Dpi and C
t¡1P
i=1
ª1Dtri are a shift in the level
of xt and a temporary change in xt respectively. The C matrix is also of great importance
as, although the number of common trends can be guessed sometimes by means of economic
considerations, the rank of the C matrix may be informative about the stochastic trends that
are in the process. The rank of the C matrix is equal to the number of stochastic trends that
push economic variables away from steady states. The VMA representation is of valuable help
since it shows how common trends a®ect all the variables in the system.
4.3 `Gener al to sp eci¯c' and `sp eci¯c to general' approach
We adopt a `general to speci¯c' principle in statistical modelling and a `speci¯c to general'
approach in the choice of variables. By imposing restrictions on the VAR such as reduced rank
restrictions, zero parameter restrictions and other parameter restrictions, the idea is to arrive
to a parsimonious model with economically interpretable coe±cients (Juselius and MacDonald
2000).
In the system represented by relation (9) the vector xt is composed by ¯ve variables but
it may be extended to seven if interest rates of di®erent maturity are also considered. It had
rather better to begin to analyze small models since for each added variable we have (2p+1)¤k
new parameters in the system. Of course when the sample is small (less than 100 observations
for instance, like quarterly macroeconomic models) it is often impossible to estimate the model
because the number of parameters to estimate is greater than the number of observations. As
we have about 270 observations, we might estimate directly also system with seven variables if
only few lags are necessary to remove signi¯cant autocorrelations in the residuals. However it
may be not advantageous estimate it directly. Reducing at minimum the number of variables
often helps in identifying the cointegration relations and cointegration relations remain valid
in a more extended model. This property is called `invariance' of cointegration relations in
extended sets. If cointegration is found within a small set of variables, the same cointegration
relations should be valid within any larger set of variables. The gradual expansion of the
information set facilitates a sensitivity analysis of the results associated with the `ceteris paribus'
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assumption. This strategy is known as `speci¯c to general' approach in the choice of variables
(see Hendry and Juselius 2000, Juselius and MacDonald 2000). We ¯rst analyze the small
model (x0t =
£
¢pt;¢p¤t ; ilt; il¤t ; pppt
¤
) excluding short term interest rates before analyzing the
extended model with all the seven variables (x0t =
£
¢pt;¢p¤t ; ilt; il¤t ; ist ; is¤t ; pppt
¤
).
4.4 Deterministic compone nts
Since the asymptotic distribution of the test for cointegration depends on the assumptions
made on the deterministic components, namely dummies and constant term, its choice may be
crucial for inference. Without going into the details about the issues relating to the deterministic
components in the cointegrated model, we need to make a sensible choice of the deterministic
components in our I(1) model.
We decided to set no trends both in the data and in the cointegration relations. There is no
reason that is economically justi¯ed to expect trends in ¢pt;¢p¤t ; ilt; il¤t ; pppt. The VAR, thus,
was estimated with a constant restricted to the cointegration space. The only deterministic
components, except the dummies allowed in our model in the data and a shift dummy allowed
to lie in the cointegration space, were the intercepts in the cointegration relations.
Dummies
The likelihood-based inference methods on cointegration are derived upon the gaussian likeli-
hood but the asymptotic properties of the methods depend on the i:i:d: assumption of the errors
(Johansen 1995 p. 29). Thus the fact that the residuals are not distributed normally is not so
important. Simulation studies have in fact shown that some assumptions are more important
for the properties of the estimates than normality in the residuals. Generally if we reject the
normality hypothesis (which is the null hypothesis of a test for normality) we should check the
skewness and the kurtosis to see whether the residuals are well-behaved. If we do not include
any dummy we would get highly bad-behaved residuals especially for which regards skewness,
and all the inference would result heavily distorted. To secure valid statistical inference we
need to take into account for shocks that fall outside the normality con¯dence level. We set a
dummy variable whenever the residual was larger than j3:5¾"j. We have used three types of
dummies, transitory, permanent and what could be called a `temporary shift dummy' (shown
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below) aimed to capturing the restrictive monetary policy between the fall of 1979 and 1986.
This agrees, we think, with the ¯ndings by Hansen and Johansen in 1999 that at least part
of the period, 1979-1982, de¯ned a structural di®erent regime (Juselius and MacDonald 2003).
The shift dummy we chose just aimed at capturing this di®erent regime shift.
5 The `sma ll' model
We needed the following dummy variables for the small model:
D0t =
26664
DS7986; ¢DS79:11; ¢DS86:10; D80:02; Di80:03; D80:05; D80:07; D80:11;
Di81:05; D81:07; D81:10;Di81:11;D82:08;D82:10;Di84:12;D86:04
D88:01;D90:01;D90:08;D90:11; D91:02; D91:03; D92:10; D96:01
37775
where:
Dixx:yy is 1 at 19xx:yyt, ¡1 at 19xx:yyt+1 and 0 otherwise measuring a transitory shock.
Dxx:yy is 1 at 19xx:yyt and 0 otherwise measuring a permanent intervention shock.
DS7986 is 1 from November 1979 till October 1986 and zero otherwise. DS7986 aims
to capture the structurally di®erent regime of the period characterized a restrictive monetary
policy.
¢DS79:11 and ¢DS86:10 are ¢DS7986 measured respectively in November 1979 and Oc-
tober 1986 and serve to remove the permanent e®ect generated by the shift dummy.
We tested whether these dummies were signi¯cant and hence necessary. All of them were
signi¯cant for at least one of the variables (see Tab. 1 for the t-values for transitory and
permanent dummies):
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Tab. 1: t-values of transitory and permanent dummies
¢DS79:11 D80:02 Di80:03 D80:05 D80:07 D80:11 Di81:05 D81:07
¢pt ¡5:68 1:22 ¡0:51 ¡0:39 0:18 0:41 ¡0:02 2:47
¢p¤t 0:05 1:76 ¡0:63 ¡0:69 3:93 ¡1:30 ¡1:83 0:73
ilt 1:21 0:09 3:50 ¡3:42 ¡0:79 0:83 2:55 0:78
il¤t ¡0:22 4:03 2:67 ¡2:96 1:59 2:88 1:85 4:43
pppt ¡0:44 ¡0:33 ¡4:41 0:63 ¡0:68 0:36 ¡0:73 ¡1:38
D81:10 Di81:11 D82:08 D82:10 Di84:12 D86:04 ¢DS86:10 D88:01
¢pt 0:70 ¡1:18 ¡1:16 1:03 ¡0:84 ¡3:75 ¡1:31 ¡4:37
¢p¤t ¡0:28 ¡1:37 ¡0:45 0:19 0:15 ¡0:86 2:25 ¡0:84
ilt ¡3:13 ¡0:79 ¡1:72 ¡1:42 ¡0:83 ¡1:08 1:99 ¡0:97
il¤t 0:47 ¡6:43 ¡2:35 ¡4:76 6:37 ¡1:27 0:31 ¡1:69
pppt 1:26 1:79 ¡0:23 ¡1:20 ¡1:13 1:70 ¡2:16 ¡1:22
D90:01 D90:08 D90:11 D91:02 D91:03 D92:10 D96:01
¢pt ¡4:07 2:76 ¡2:66 ¡1:47 ¡1:17 ¡1:25 ¡5:26
¢p¤t 2:67 5:40 ¡4:18 ¡4:77 ¡0:53 ¡0:80 ¡0:32
ilt 3:49 3:49 ¡0:15 ¡3:27 1:87 ¡1:76 ¡0:77
il¤t 1:76 1:02 ¡1:15 ¡1:46 2:42 0:70 ¡0:15
pppt ¡0:16 0:14 0:63 ¡0:39 ¡4:48 ¡3:95 ¡0:96
the shift dummy is modeled in the VAR model like an exogenous variable. The di®erences
of the exogenous variables, in this case the shift dummy, were signi¯cant with a maximal t-value
of 6:58. The component of the shift dummy that enters in the cointegration space, as will be
shown also later, was found signi¯cant with t-value of 2:15 in our ¯nal choice for the restricted
cointegration space.
5.1 Lag length and misspe ci¯cation tests
Probably the most important requirement for unbiased results is that estimated residuals show
no serial correlation. If serial correlation is found adding one lag may be su±cient to remove
it. Changing the number of lags may require a change in the dummies. The dummies above
were based on a VAR model with three lags.
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To provide an overall picture of the adequacy of the model we report some univariate and
multivariate misspeci¯cation tests in Tab. 2. A signi¯cant test statistic is given in bold font
(the Â2(3), at 5% signi¯cance level has a critical value of 7:82).
Tab. 2: Misspecification tests
Multivariate tests
Residual autocorr. LM(1) Â2 (25) = 30:9 p¡ val: 0:19
Residual autocorr. LM(4) Â2 (25) = 16:2 p¡ val: 0:91
Normality Â2 (10) = 38:1 p¡ val: 0:00
Univariate tests ¢2pt ¢2p¤t ¢ilt ¢il
¤
t ¢pppt
ARCH(3) 3:82 5:04 2:69 3:19 6:11
JB(3) 17.97 5:35 8.45 7:04 4:76
Skewness 0:28 ¡0:12 0:33 0:21 0:06
Ex. Kurtosis 1:39 0:60 0:79 0:72 0:56
¾^" £0:01 0:18 0:36 0:01 0:02 0:03
R2 0:76 0:58 0:50 0:56 0:35
Looking at Tab. 2 it seems that there are not any problems with autocorrelations of ¯rst
and fourth order since LM(1) and LM(4) test statistics suggest that the null hypothesis for zero
autocorrelation cannot be rejected. Normality is rejected as often happens, but the rejection
was mainly due to an excess of kurtosis rather than skewness. This is rather important because
the properties of the cointegration estimators are more sensitive to deviation from normality
due to skewness. The Jarque-Bera test statistics (distributed like a Â2(3)) suggests that the
rejection from normality was mainly due to excess of kurtosis. The ARCH(3) (also distributed
like a Â2(3)) statistic shows that signi¯cant heteroskedasticity for any variables was not found.
The R2 measures the improvement in the explanatory power of the model compared to a
random walk hypothesis. The model is able to explain more about changes in in°ation rates
than changes in interest rates and purchasing parity.
To support that the model is quite well speci¯ed Fig. 16-20 are provided. Fig. 16-20
give four plots for each endogenous variable: the actual and the ¯tted values, the standardized
residuals, a histogram of the standardized residuals with the histogram of the standardized
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Normal distribution as background and the correlograms for lag 1 to T=4. Fig. 16-20 show that
the standardized residuals are reasonably well behaved thanks to the selection of dummies and
lags.
Actual and Fitted for DDIFWGE
1 9 7 5 1 9 7 7 1 9 7 9 1 9 8 1 1 9 8 3 1 9 8 5 1 9 8 7 1 9 8 9 1 9 9 1 1 9 9 3 1 9 9 5 1 9 9 7
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1 .00
Fig. 16: Estimated residuals in the German in°ation.
Actual and Fitted for DDIFWUS
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Fig. 17: Estimated residuals in the US in°ation.
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Actual and Fitted for DGEBOND
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Fig. 18: Estimated residuals in the German bond rate.
Actual and Fitted for DUSBOND
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Fig. 19: Estimated residuals in the US bond rate.
Actual and Fitted for DPPPWGE
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Fig. 20: Estimated residuals in the ppp.
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5.2 Determination of the cointegration rank
The Eigenvalues of the ¦ matrix are reported in Tab. 3. We notice that three eigenvalues are
quite close to zero. How many of them are signi¯cantly di®erent from zero? This question is
fundamental since the rank of the ¦ matrix is equal to p less the number of zero eigenvalues.
If we could set three eigenvalues to zero, it would mean that the rank is equal to 5 ¡ 3 = 2,
i.e. there would be two linearly independent stationary relations.
To discriminate zero eigenvalues from non-zero eigenvalues, i.e. to calculate the cointegra-
tion rank, we use the Trace test. Tab. 3 shows that the null hypothesis of the Trace test, r · 2
against r > 2 cannot be rejected at 10% signi¯cance level.
Because the asymptotic distributions of these statistics can be rather bad approximations
to the true small sample distributions we calculate in Tab. 4 the ¯ve largest roots of the
companion matrix of ¦ to help us in the choice of the cointegration rank. Either in case the
model is unrestricted, or the rank of ¦ is set to 2 or 3, there are 3 roots that are equal or very
close to one. Since the number of roots of the companion matrix of ¦ is complementary to the
rank of the ¦, since p = 5, r = 2 and p¡ r are roots of the companion matrix set to one, r = 2
is our choice.
Tab. 3: Eigenvalues of the ¦ matrix and rank tests
Eigenvalues of the ¦ matrix 0:24 0:18 0:07 0:01 0:00
r 0 1 2 3 4
Trace test
Trace 90
148.2
71:7
75.9
49:9
21:9
31:9
3:0
17:8
0:8
7:5
Tab. 4: the eigenvalues of the companion matrix
Modulus of 5 largest roots
Unrestricted model 0:99 0:98 0:92 0:78 0:64
r = 3 1:00 1:00 0:90 0:80 0:64
r = 2 1:00 1:00 1:00 0:75 0:65
Once restricted the cointegration rank r = 2, and normalized the ¯rst eigenvector by ¢pt,
the second by ¢p¤t , we obtained the estimated ®, ¯ and ¦ with the respective t-values (Tab. 5,
6 and 7). In this work pppt was multiplied by 0:01 to avoid to show very small but signi¯cant
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estimates. A smaller (bigger) parameter for ppp may point out that the °ow of ¯nancial capital
is bigger (smaller) to changes in uip, once that proportionality between ppp and the current
account and between the uip and the capital account are ascertained.
Tab. 5: beta transposed
¢pt ¢p¤t ilt il¤t pppt DS7986 constant
¯01 1:000 ¡0:239 ¡0:621 ¡0:296 0:197 0:002 ¡0:000
¯02 0:000 1:000 0:551 ¡1:396 ¡1:048 0:002 ¡0:000
Based on the estimated ® coe±cients we note that:
1) the ¯rst relation is signi¯cantly adjusting in the German in°ation rate.
2) the second relation is signi¯cantly adjusting in the German and US in°ation rates and
possibly to the US interest rate.
We note that the rows correspondent to ¢ilt and ¢pppt in Tab. 6 are not signi¯cant. This
implies that the equations for ¢ilt and ¢pppt do not contain information about the long run
parameters ¯, i.e. ilt and pppt are weakly exogenous. We also notice that the t-value for ¢il¤t is
rather borderline.
Tab. 6: ALPHA, T-VALUES FOR ALPHA
®^1 ®^2
¢2pt -0.531¡7:02 -0.011¡3:12
¢2p¤t 0:1821:24 -0.468¡6:63
¢ilt 0:0020:37 0:0041:56
¢il¤t ¡0:017¡1:93 0.0092:24
¢pppt ¡0:014¡1:30 ¡0:002¡0:33
In the ¦ matrix, the rows give the estimates of the combined e®ect of the two cointegration
relation. The in°ation rates are both equilibrium error correcting, while the German interest
rate and the pppt are not. Again the t-values for il¤t are borderline.
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Tab. 7: ¦ matrix and t-values
¢pt ¢p¤t ilt il¤t pppt DS7986 constant
¢2pt -0.531¡7:02 0:0130:33 0.2675:23 0.3165:68 0:0150:36 ¡0:001¡7:56 -0.0007:02
¢2p¤t 0:1821:24 -0.511¡6:49 -0.371¡3:75 0.5995:56 0.5266:62 ¡0:001¡2:67 ¡0:000¡1:24
¢ilt 0:0020:37
0:004
1:23
0:001
0:27
¡0:007
¡1:57
¡0:004
¡1:31
¡0:000
1:18
¡0:000
¡0:372
¢il¤t ¡0:017¡1:93 0.0142:87 0.0162:66 -0.008¡1:28 -0.013¡2:79 ¡0:000¡0:35 0:0001:93
¢pppt ¡0:014¡1:297 0:0020:29 0:0081:06 0:0070:82 ¡0:001¡0:17 ¡0:000¡1:26 0:0001:30
The long run weak exogeneity test is formulated as a zero row in ® and the null hypothesis
is that the variable is weakly exogenous. If the null hypothesis is accepted, the variable pushes
the system without being pushed and can be considered a driving force in the system. We
notice that ilt and pppt turned out to be weakly exogenous and il¤t assumes again a borderline
value (Tab. 8). Considering il¤t weakly exogenous is consistent with our choice of the rank
r = 2. A joint test for weak exogeneity, restricting the ® parameters for the bond rates and
ppp, after having fully identi¯ed the long run structure as will be shown later was accepted
with a p ¡ value = 0:14 in conformity with the rank restriction r = 2.
Tab. 8: Test for Weak Exogeneity
¢pt ¢p¤t ilt il¤t pppt Â2 (º)
Long run weak exogeneity 39.1 33.0 2.0 8.0 1.5 Â2 (2)=5.99
5.3 Single cointegr ation hyp othesis
Looking for cointegration relations means to search for stationary linear combinations of the
variables xt. Single cointegration tests test whether a restricted relation can be accepted leaving
the other relation unrestricted. If the hypothetical relations exists empirically, this procedure
maximizes the chance to ¯nd them (Juselius and MacDonald 2000).
H1 to H4 are hypothesis on pairs of variables, such as relative in°ation (H1), relative
interest rates (H2), and stationary real interest rates (H3 and H4) (Tab. 9). Although some
were accepted the p¡ value for three of them are not very high. Compared to a former work by
Bevilacqua and Daraio (2001) using the same data but using a signi¯cant shift dummy for the
period of M3 targeting we notice that the evidence for the Fisher parity condition for Germany
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has dropped from p¡value = 0:83 to just 0:14 so that support for stationary real interest rates
is in this analysis much less evident.
H5 is a combination of H1 with H2 while H6 is a combination of H3 with H4 and in both
cases as expected the p¡values are not very high. H7 is interesting as it may be considered as
the uip condition. Support for uip is very modest with a p¡value lower than relative in°ation.
Hypothesis tests from H8 to H11 combine relative in°ation, the interest rate spread and
Fisher parity conditions with ppp. With the exception of the US real interest rate combining
these parities with the ppp does not produce more signi¯cant stationary relationships. H12
instead combines the uip condition shown in H7 with the ppp producing an outstanding sta-
tionary relation accepted with a p ¡ value of 0:80. H13, accepted with a p ¡ value of 0:30,
describes a homogeneous relationship (that is coe±cients sum to zero) between German and
US in°ation and the German bond rate, which captures the e®ects of imported in°ation from
the US to Germany. It is interesting to note that notwithstanding producer price indices do
not include prices for imported goods, both the producer price and the consumer price indices
have very similar estimated parameters (they are exactly 1, ¡0:34 and ¡0:66 in Juselius and
MacDonald 2000!), suggesting that imported goods used for production a®ect producer prices
in the same way imported goods do directly with consumer prices. Exchange rate movements
directly a®ects domestic prices of imported goods and with it consumer price indices and, if the
exchange rate appreciates (depreciates), the price of imported goods tend to fall (grow) reduc-
ing (increasing) consumer price in°ation directly. However, if these imports are used as inputs
into the production process, lower (higher) prices for inputs feed through into lower (higher)
producer prices. In general, the e®ects on imported in°ation may be expected to depend on
how open the economy is to international trade (ECB 2004).
Testing H12 is the equivalent of testing our fundamental relation (9). It is interesting to
note that H12 can be interpreted in many ways.
H12 can be interpreted like a linear long-run relationship between ppp and uip:
(¡¢pt +¢p¤t ) + (ilt ¡ il¤t ) = !pppt
¡uipt = !pppt
but also as the log of real exchange rate (which is ppp) proportional to the spread between
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the real interest rates in the two countries:
(ilt ¡¢pt) ¡ (il¤t ¡ ¢p¤t ) = !pppt
If ppp is decomposed into prices and the nominal exchange rate, we might even come up with
a relation, which might be interpreted like an equation for the determinants of the exchange
rate, that shows the nominal exchange rate in function of the spread of prices and the spread
of real interest rates:
st = (pt ¡ p¤t )¡ 1!(ilt ¡ ¢pt) + 1!(il¤t ¡¢p¤t )
a relation similar to equation (6) in MacDonald (2000) that can be derived with few assump-
tions directly from the balance of payments and can be thought as a very general representation
of an equilibrium exchange rate in that it satis¯es balance of payments equilibrium under °oat-
ing exchange rates (MacDonald 2000). The last equation shows that high nominal interest
rates, combined with low in°ation rates, produce high real interest rates which attract demand
for the local currency inducing nominal appreciation for the domestic currency, infringing the
uip theory.
Alternatively H12 can be interpreted as an international real interest rate parity which shows
that the US real interest rate is lower than the German real interest rate when ppp is positive
and the US real interest rate increases when ppp is negative, i.e. when the US prices are greater
than German prices:
(il¤t ¡¢p¤t ) = (ilt ¡¢pt) ¡ !pppt
Whatever the interpretation, H12 is accepted with a very high p ¡ value meaning that
relation (9) is empirically valid with ! = 1:061. A very similar value for !, ! = 1:01, was
found by Juselius and MacDonald (2000) using consumer price indices and a di®erent shift
dummy. This shows a remarkable robustness of the validity of the relation found by Juselius
and MacDonald to changes in price indices and even to the di®erent shift dummy that was in
this case needed.
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Tab. 9: Cointegration relations
¢pt ¢p¤t ilt il¤t pppt D7986 constant Â2 (º) p¡ val
H1 1 -1 0 0 0 -0.002 -0.000 5.26 (3) 0.15
H2 0 0 1 -1 0 0.002 -0.000 48.43 (3) 0.00
H3 1 0 -1 0 0 0.001 -0.000 5.40 (3) 0.14
H4 0 1 0 -1 0 0.005 -0.000 3.81 (3) 0.28
H5 1 -1 -0.327 0.327 0 -0.002 0.000 4.74 (2) 0.09
H6 1 0.766 -1 -0.766 0 0.005 -0.000 2.89 (2) 0.24
H7 1 -1 -1 1 0 -0.004 -0.000 6.83 (3) 0.08
H8 1 -1 0 0 0.568 0.000 -0.000 3.57 (2) 0.17
H9 0 0 -1 1 1.052 0.001 -0.000 35.27 (2) 0.00
H10 1 0 -1 0 0.219 0.002 {0.000 4.64 (2) 0.10
H11 0 1 0 -1 -0.827 0.002 0.000 0.79 (2) 0.67
H12 1 -1 -1 1 1.061 -0.001 0.000 0.45 (2) 0.80
H13 1 -0.345 -0.655 0 0 0 0.000 3.70 (2) 0.30
The ppp term has been divided by 100
5.4 Fully spe ci¯ed cointegr ating re lations
We are now ready to test jointly H12 (equivalent to relation (9)), which shows a cointegration
relationship between uip and ppp; with H13, which shows the imported US in°ation in Germany.
The test statistic Â2(5) was found equal to 3:72 with a p ¡ value of 0:59. The ¯rst vector
has been normalized on the German in°ation rate and the second on the German interest rate.
The ¯rst vector is given by:
¢pt = 0:343¢p¤t + 0:657ilt (13)
while the second representing relation (9) is:
(il¤t ¡¢p¤t ) = (ilt ¡¢pt) ¡ 0:006pppt + 0:002DS7986 (14)
In Tab. 10, a structural representation of the cointegration space is ¯nally given. The
adjustment coe±cients and t-values are reported. What is noticeable is that none of the adjust-
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ment parameters referring to interest rates and ppp are signi¯cant while they are all signi¯cant
for in°ation rates, suggesting that interest rates and ppp are not adjusting to the two steady
state relations as we would expect from weakly exogenous variables.
Tab. 10: A structural representation of the cointegration space
^
¯1
^
¯2 ®^1 ®^2
¢pt 1 1 ¢2pt ¡0:757¡7:60 0:2504:39
¢p¤t ¡0:343¡3:59 ¡1 ¢
2p¤t ¡0:568¡2:93 0:6906:24
ilt ¡0:657¡11:49 ¡1 ¢i
l
t 0:0081:04 ¡0:007¡1:62
il¤t 0 1 ¢il¤t ¡0:004¡0:36 ¡0:012¡1:86
ppp1t 0 0:5832:08 ¢pppt ¡0:014¡0:96 0:0050:59
DS7986 0 ¡0:002¡2:15
constant ¡0:000 ¡0:000
The ppp term has been divided by 100
We report in Fig 21 the result of recursive estimation for testing the constancy of the
cointegration space. The value 1 corresponds to a test with 5% signi¯cance level. It appears
that the restricted model shows a remarkable ¯ constancy as the test supports the hypothesis
of parameter constancy for the period we investigated (see the lower line which corresponds to
the restricted cointegration space).
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Test of known beta eq. to beta(t)
1 is the 5% significance level
1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
BETA_Z
BETA_R
Fig. 21: Cointegration space constancy test.
5.5 Common tr ends
Weak exogeneity was accepted for the interest rates and ppp, although with a p ¡ value of
only 0:07 for the US bond rate. Weak exogeneity for German bond rate and ppp were more
apparent (respectively p ¡ value of 0:52 and 0:71). Joint weak exogeneity among bond rates
and ppp were always accepted with p ¡ values of 0:11 (among ilt and il¤t ), 0:65 (among ilt and
ppp), 0:10 (among il¤t and ppp) and 0:14 (among ilt, il¤t and ppp). Thus, there is some evidence
that interest rates and ppp are the driving forces of the system.
We report the VMA (common trends) representation for two di®erent cases: (i) based
on the fully speci¯ed cointegrating relations restricted VAR model for r = 2 (the model with
unrestricted ¯ show similar values with the exception that a ppp shock would have no signi¯cant
impact on German in°ation), (ii) based on (i) but after having fully speci¯ed cointegrating
relations with weak exogeneity of ilt, il¤t and pppt imposed on ®.
The estimates of the C matrix in Tab. 11 measure the total impact of permanent shocks to
each of the variables on all other variables. A row of the C matrix gives an indication of which
variables have been particularly important for the stochastic trend behavior of the variable in
the row.
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Tab. 11: The estimates of the long run impact matrix C
C
P
"^¢pt
P
"^¢p¤t
P
"^ilt
P
"^il¤t
P
"^pppt
P
"^ilt
P
"^il¤t
P
"^pppt
¢pt ¡0:016¡1:02 0:0222:52 0.8145:51 0.5387:24 0.2834:03 0.7154:77 0.6678:27 0.3645:23
¢p¤t ¡0:054¡1:93 0:0312:00 ¡0:362¡1:36 1.2949:64 1.0578:32 ¡0:497¡1:80 1.4579:79 1.179:08
ilt 0:0040:23
0:017
1:72
1.428
8:56
1:044
1:70
¡0:121
¡1:52
1.426
8:84
0.204
2:35
¡0:106
¡1:42
il¤t ¡0:028¡1:55 0:0292:80 0:0360:21 1.04411:87 0:0810:97 ¡0:019¡0:11 1.16212:37 0:0650:80
pppt ¡0:010¡0:48 ¡0:004¡0:35 0:3701:87 -0.248¡2:50 0.98310:429 0:3571:84 -0.259¡2:48 0.96910:74
We note that cumulative shocks to in°ation rates in Germany have no signi¯cant long run
impact on any other variable. Estimated cumulative shocks to the US in°ation rate assume
boundary t ¡ values in the unrestricted VAR model, while cumulative shocks to long term
interest rates and to ppp are often highly signi¯cant.
Given the results from Tab. 11, the restricted VMA representation may be simpli¯ed as:
26666666664
¢pt
¢p¤t
ilt
il¤t
pppt
37777777775
=
26666666664
c11 c12 c13
0 c22 c23
c31 c32 0
0 c42 0
0 c52 c53
37777777775
26664
P
"iltP
"il¤tP
"pppt
37775+
stationary and
deterministic
components
The VMA representation suggests that:
- In°ation rates are adjusting
- German in°ation rate is pushed by home and US interest rates and ppp, while US in°ation
is not pushed by the German interest rate.
- Shocks to the German long term interest rate speed up the German in°ation only.
- Shocks to the US long term interest rate have an impact on both the German and US
in°ation rates.
- Shocks to ppp a®ect the in°ation rates in the two countries.
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6 The `extended model'
The `extended model' includes the Treasury Bill rates that are more closely linked to the
monetary policy than long term interest rates as bond rates with a maturity of ten years. In fact,
given its monopoly over the creation of base money, the central bank can fully determine the
o±cial interest rate and exert a dominant in°uence on money market conditions steering money
market interest rates having an impact on short term interest rates (ECB 2004). Conversely,
the impact of money market rate changes on interest rates at long maturities (e.g. government
bond yields) is less direct as these rates depend to a large extent on market expectations for long
term growth and in°ation trends (ECB 2004). In general, changes in the central bank's o±cial
rates do not normally a®ect long term rates unless they lead to a change in market expectations
on long term economic trends (ECB 2004). Extending the small model including short term
interest rates, we can test whether short term interest rates shocks normally do not lead to
changes in long term interest rates as the ECB maintains unlike the standard expectations
model of the term structure for which short rates drive long rates8. Including the short term
interest rates in the system allows also to test whether the spread of in°ation rates might be
linked to the spread between domestic and foreign yield gap and a number of other plausible
relationships.
We needed the following dummy variables for the extended model:26664
DS7986; ¢DS7911; ¢DS8610;D7912;Di8003;D8005;D8007;
D8011;D8101;D8103;Di8105;D8110;Di8111;D8203;D8208;
D8411; Di8412; D8604; D8808; D8902; D9008; D9102; D9601
37775
We tested whether these dummies were signi¯cant, and hence necessary and we found that
all of them were signi¯cant for at least one of the variables (not shown here).
6.1 Lag length and misspe ci¯cation tests
Three lags and a di®erent set of dummies were not su±cient to remove ¯rst order autocor-
relation, however, just restricting the cointegration rank there was no signi¯cant ¯rst order
autocorrelation without the need to increase the lag length. We decided for a model with three
8See Juselius and MacDonald (2003) about these issues.
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lags as it has the advantage to have fewer parameters to estimate than a model with more lags.
Fourth order autocorrelation was no problem altogether.
To provide an overall picture of the adequacy of the model we report some univariate and
multivariate misspeci¯cation tests in Tab. 12. A signi¯cant test statistic is given in bold font
(the Â2(3), at 5% signi¯cance level has a critical value of 7:8).
Tab. 12: Misspecification tests
Multivariate tests
Residual autocorr. LM(1) Â2 (49) = 71:1 p ¡ val: = 0:02
Residual autocorr. LM(4) Â2 (49) = 39:6 p ¡ val: = 0:83
Normality Â2 (14) = 126:1 p ¡ val: = 0:00
Univariate tests ¢2pt ¢2p¤t ¢ilt ¢il
¤
t ¢ist ¢is
¤
t ¢pppt
ARCH(3) 3:4 24:9 7:5 2:1 1:01 6:3 3:4
JB(3) 27:1 9:4 4:1 3:5 10:7 26:9 12:7
Skewness 0:06 ¡0:22 0:28 0:08 0:23 0:23 ¡0:08
Ex. Kurtosis 1:72 0:89 0:31 0:45 0:96 1:78 1:06
¾^" £0:01 0:19 0:37 0:01 0:02 0:02 0:02 0:03
R2 0:73 0:57 0:50 0:52 0:65 0:84 0:28
Normality is rejected, but the rejection was mainly due to an excess of kurtosis rather than
skewness. The Jarque-Bera test statistics (distributed like a Â2(3)) suggests that the rejection
from normality was mainly due to excess of kurtosis. The ARCH(3) (also distributed like a
Â2(3)) statistic shows that there is signi¯cant heteroskedasticity only in US in°ation. However,
as cointegration estimates are not very sensitive to ARCH structures (Gonzalo 1994, Rahbek
et Al. 2002), we are not be forced to use to a VAR model that takes into account ARCH non
linearities.
The R2 measurements for the improvement in the explanatory power of the model compared
to a random walk hypothesis are reported.
To support that the model is rather adequately speci¯ed Fig. 22-28 are provided. Fig. 22-28
show that the standardized residuals are well behaved thanks to a proper choice of dummies
and lags.
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Fig. 22: The estimated residuals of German in°ation.
Actual and Fitted for DDIFWUS
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Fig. 23: The estimated residuals of US in°ation.
Actual and Fitted for DGEBOND
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Fig. 24: The estimated residuals of the German bond rate.
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Actual and Fitted for DUSBOND
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Fig. 25: The estimated residuals of the US bond rate.
Actual and Fitted for DGETBILL
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Fig. 26: The estimated residuals of the German treasury bill rate.
Actual and Fitted for DUSTBILL
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Fig. 27: The estimated residuals of the US treasury bill rates.
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Actual and Fitted for DPPPWGE
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Fig. 28: The estimated residuals of the ppp.
6.2 Determination of the cointegration rank
The Eigenvalues of the ¦ matrix are reported in Tab. 13. We notice that at least three
eigenvalues are quite close to zero.
Tab. 13 shows that the null hypothesis of the Trace test, r · 3 against r > 4 cannot be
rejected at 10% signi¯cance level.
If r = 3, p ¡ r = 4; including short term interest rates have introduced one additional
stochastic trend. This means that the short term interest rates can be jointly cointegrated or
cointegrated by with the remaining variables of the system.
Tab. 13: Eigenvalues of the ¦ matrix and rank tests (extended model)
Eigenvalues of the ¦ matrix 0:27 0:23 0:11 0:09 0:03 0:03 0:00
r 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Trace test
Trace 90
228:42
126:71
143:71
97:17
71:69
71:66
40:42
49:91
14:78
31:88
7:02
17:79
0:09
7:50
As the asymptotic distributions of the trace test statistics can be rather bad approximations
to the true sample distributions and should be used with caution in particular in the case of
special dummy variables (Hansen and Juselius 1995) such as the shift dummy we have used
we further checked the eigenvalues of the companion matrix. Keeping the restrictions of the
cointegrating vectors in the small model and calculating the rank with r = 3 we obtain a ¯fth
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root of 0:85, which is a rather high remaining root but still much lower than the case r = 4.
Both the trace test and the analysis of the eigenvalues of the companion matrix support the
rank restriction r = 3 (Tab. 14).
Tab. 14: the eigenvalues of the companion matrix
Modulus of 5 largest roots
r = 4 1:00 1:00 1:00 0:94 0:94
r = 3 1:00 1:00 1:00 1:00 0:85
6.3 Single cointegr ation hyp othesis
An advantage of the `speci¯c to general' approach is that we can in principle keep unchanged
the two cointegration relations found for the small model in the extended model. The impact of
the two new variables, the short term interest rates, should involve an additional cointegrating
relation. To have some idea about the new cointegration relation we ¯rst estimate the partially
restricted long run structure keeping two cointegration relation unchanged (H12 and H13) but
leaving unrestricted the third one. The hypothesis was accepted with a p¡ value of 0:25. This
third cointegrating relation could contain information about the spread between long and short
interest rates in the two countries or about the spread of real interest rates (Tab. 15). We
notice that the parameter for ppp is much smaller than all the others, which assume values
around 1 or ¡1 depending on the normalization. Before making further parameter restrictions
we test the single cointegration hypothesis for the extended model to see which relations hold
both for the small and the extended model and to ¯nd the third cointegration vector that will
allow to form a restricted but signi¯cant (both in statistical and economic terms) cointegration
space.
Tab. 15: The third unrestricted cointegrating relation
¢pt ¢p¤t ilt il¤t ist is
¤
t pppt DS7986 const: Â2 (º) p¡ val
H 1:000 ¡1:515 1:512 ¡1:169 ¡1:375 1:683 0:156 ¡0:006 ¡0:000 9:11 0:25
H1 to H9 are hypothesis on pairs of variables, such as relative in°ation (H1), relative
interest rates (H2;H3), stationary real interest rates (H4;H5;H6 and H7) (Tab. 16) and the
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spread between interest rates (H8; H9). Although some were accepted, the p¡values were not
very high.
H10 is a combination of H1 with H2, H11 is a combination of H4 with H5, H13 is a com-
bination of H1 with H3, H14 is a combination of H6 with H7. In these cases, but H13, the
p ¡ values are not very high. H12 and H15 may be considered as the uip condition. Support
for uip is not very evident although using the short term interest rates the hypothesis would
be accepted with a p¡value of 0:20. H16 and H17 combine H2 with H3, i.e. the spread among
interest rates between the two countries. H17 can also be seen as a combination of the term
spreads (H8 and H9). Both H16 and H17 are rejected.
H18 to H26 combine the pairs of variables described from H1 to H9 with ppp. With the
exception of the long term interest rate spread, combining these parities with the ppp does not
produce more signi¯cant stationary relationships.
H27 instead combines the uip condition shown in H12 with the ppp producing a stationary
relation accepted with a p ¡ value of 0:30. H29, accepted with a p ¡ value of 0:72, describes a
homogeneous relationship (that is coe±cients sum to zero) between German and US in°ation
and the German bond rate, capturing the e®ects of imported in°ation from the US to Germany.
As it was for the small model, it is interesting to note that notwithstanding producer price
indices do not include prices for imported goods, both the producer price and the consumer
price indices have very similar estimated parameters (they are exactly 1, ¡0:34 and ¡0:66 in
Juselius and MacDonald 2003!).
Testing H27 is the equivalent of testing our fundamental relation (9) and can be interpreted
similarly to H12 for the small model.
H27 can be interpreted as:
² A linear long-run relationship between ppp and uip:
(¡¢pt+ ¢p¤t ) + (ilt ¡ il¤t ) = !pppt; i.e. ¡uipt = !pppt.
² The log of real exchange rate proportional to the spread between the real interest rates
in the two countries:
(ilt ¡¢pt) ¡ (il¤t ¡ ¢p¤t ) = !pppt.
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² An equation for the determinants of the exchange rate that shows the nominal exchange
rate in function of the spread of prices and the spread of real interest rates:
st = (pt ¡ p¤t ) + 1!(ilt ¡ ¢pt) ¡ 1!(il¤t ¡¢p¤t ).
² An international real interest rate parity which shows that the US real interest rate is
lower than the German real interest rate when ppp is positive and the US real interest
rate increases when ppp is negative, i.e. when the US prices are greater than German
prices:
(il¤t ¡¢p¤t ) = (ilt ¡¢pt) ¡ !pppt.
A very similar relation was found by Juselius and MacDonald (2000) using consumer price
indices. This shows a remarkable robustness of the validity of the relation found by Juselius
and MacDonald to changes in price indices.
H28 is the restricted third cointegration relation we were trying to ¯nd. It can be interpreted
in many ways as it combines H1,H2 and H3, H17 and H1, H15 and H2, H24,H23 and H2 or
other hypothesis. Thus, H28 can be seen as:
³
ilt ¡ il¤t
´
¡ (ist ¡ is¤t ) = ¡ (¢pt ¡ ¢p¤t ) (15)
which shows that if the spread between actual domestic and foreign in°ation is non sta-
tionary, then the spread between domestic and foreign yield gap would also have to be non
stationary. Alternatively H28 may be interpreted as:
(is¤t ¡ ¢p¤t ) = (ist ¡ ¢pt) ¡
³
ilt ¡ il¤t
´
(16)
which shows the short term real interest rate parity as a stationary relation whenever the
long term bond spread were stationary. H28 is accepted with a p¡ value of 0:85.
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Tab. 16: Cointegration relations
¢pt ¢p¤t ilt il¤t ist is¤t pppt DS7986 constant Â2 (º) p¡ val
H1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -0.004 0.000 7.77 (4) 0.10
H2 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0.002 -0.000 19.50 (4) 0.00
H3 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0.002 -0.000 15.69 (4) 0.00
H4 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0.000 0.000 6.37 (4) 0.17
H5 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0.005 -0.000 11.45 (4) 0.02
H6 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -0.003 0.000 21.61 (4) 0.00
H7 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.006 0.000 10.14 (4) 0.04
H8 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 -0.001 -0.000 25.95 (4) 0.00
H9 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0.000 -0.000 6.89 (4) 0.14
H10 1 -1 -0.421 0.421 0 0 0 -0.004 0.000 6.98 (3) 0.07
H11 1 -0.276 -1 0.276 0 0 0 -0.001 0.000 5.34 (3) 0.15
H12 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 -0.006 -0.000 8.20 (4) 0.08
H13 1 -1 0 0 -0.576 0.576 0 -0.005 0.000 3.08 (3) 0.38
H14 1 -1.401 0 0 -1 1.401 0 -0.008 -0.000 5.33 (3) 0.15
H15 1 -1 0 0 -1 -1 0 -0.006 0.000 6.03 (4) 0.20
H16 0 0 1 -1 -0.817 0.817 0 0.000 -0.000 11.88 (3) 0.01
H17 0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 0 -0.000 -0.000 12.26 (4) 0.02
H18 1 -1 0 0 0 0 -0.673 -0.006 -0.000 6.84 (3) 0.08
H19 0 0 1 -1 0 0 -0.669 0 -0.000 2.42 (4) 0.16
H20 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -2.015 -0.005 {0.000 7.51 (3) 0.06
H21 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0.056 0.000 0.000 6.33 (3) 0.10
H22 0 1 0 -1 0 0 -1.182 0.001 -0.000 8.17 (3) 0.04
H23 1 0 0 0 -1 0 7.693 0.030 -0.000 12.92 (3) 0.00
H24 0 1 0 0 0 -1 -0.556 0.004 0.000 9.54 (3) 0.02
H25 0 0 1 0 -1 0 7.438 0.029 0.000 13.01 (3) 0.00
H26 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0.337 0.001 -0.000 5.78 (3) 0.12
H27 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 1.430 0 0.000 4.88 (4) 0.30
H28 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 0 -0.004 -0.000 1.34 (4) 0.85
H29 1 -0.360 -0.640 0 0 0 0 -0.001 0.000 1.34 (3) 0.72
The ppp term has been divided by 100
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6.4 Fully spe ci¯ed cointegr ating re lations
In Tab. 17 a structural representation of the cointegration space is ¯nally given. The fully
speci¯ed cointegrating relations were tested with the LR test procedure in Johansen and Juselius
(1994) and accepted with a p¡ value of 0:79.
The adjustment coe±cients are also reported. None of the adjustment parameters are
signi¯cant for the long term interest rates, suggesting they are the weakly exogenous variables
that push the system while some of the adjustment parameters referring to ppp are signi¯cant
meaning that theweak exogeneity for ppp is less evident in the extended than in the small model.
Restricting to zero the adjustment parameters for the German and US long term interest rate
the hypothesis were respectively accepted with a p¡ value of 0:90 and 0:76. Restricting both,
the p¡ value was 0:85 (incidentally the same value of Juselius and MacDonald 2003 for similar
restrictions). Restricting to zero the adjustment parameters for the long term interest rates and
ppp the hypothesis was accepted with a p ¡ value of 0:48, while restricting for the adjustment
parameters just for ppp was accepted with a p¡value of 0:39. Other restrictions to ® produced
either very low p ¡ values for the German short term interest rate (0:12) or p ¡ values were
close to zero.
Tab. 17: A structural representation of the cointegration space (extended model)
^
¯1
^
¯2
^
¯3 ®^1 ®^2 ®^3
¢pt 1 1 1 ¢2pt ¡0:854¡7:3 0:0580:7 0:2723:2
¢p¤t ¡0:368
6:92
¡1 ¡1 ¢2p¤t ¡0:435¡2:0 0:4462:9 0:3232:0
ilt ¡0:632
6:56
¡1 1 ¢ilt 0:0060:7 0:0010:2 ¡0:005¡0:7
il¤t 0 1 ¡1 ¢il¤t ¡0:004¡0:3 0:0000:0 ¡0:006¡0:6
ist 0 0 ¡1 ¢ist 0:0030:3 ¡0:018¡2:9 0:0213:2
is¤t 0 0 1 ¢is¤t 0:0342:7 0:0212:4 ¡0:042¡4:5
ppp1t 0 1:4206:56 0 ¢pppt 0:0020:1 ¡0:034¡2:8 0:0252:0
DS7986 ¡0:001
4:85
0 ¡0:003
¡2:46
constant 0:000 ¡0:000 ¡0:000
The ppp term has been divided by 100
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We report in Fig 29 the result of recursive estimation for testing the constancy of the
cointegration space. The value 1 corresponds to a test with 5% signi¯cance level. It appears that
the restricted model shows some ¯ constancy as the test supports the hypothesis of parameter
constancy for almost all the period we investigated (see the lower line which corresponds to the
restricted cointegration space).
Test of known beta eq. to beta(t)
1 is the 5% significance level
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
BETA_Z
BETA_R
Fig. 29: Cointegration space constancy test.
6.5 Common tr ends
We report the VMA (common trends) representation for two di®erent cases based on the fully
speci¯ed cointegrating relations restricted VAR model for r = 3 after having fully speci¯ed
cointegration relations with weak exogeneity of ilt, il¤t imposed on ®. The other two driving
forces beyond long term interest rates, may be further searched among ppp and short term
interest rates or a combination of these.
The estimates of the C matrix in Tab. 18 measure the total impact of permanent shocks to
each of the variables on all other variables. A row of the C matrix gives an indication of which
variables have been particularly important for the stochastic trend behavior of the variable in
the row.
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Tab. 18: The estimates of the long run impact matrix C
C
P
"^ilt
P
"^il¤t
P
"^ist
P
"^is¤t
P
"^pppt
¢pt 0.99
3:87
0:31
1:63
¡0:20
¡1:04
0.50
2:94
0.64
3:45
¢p¤t 0:521:08 0:371:01 -0.75¡2:00 1.113:47 1.684:75
ilt 1.286:00
0:28
1:73
0:14
0:85
0:10
0:72
¡0:02
¡0:11
il¤t ¡0:18¡0:65 1.195:73 0:351:62 0:271:50 ¡0:02¡0:10
ist 1.053:59
¡0:11
¡0:48
1.00
4:40
0:33
1:68
-0.50¡2:34
is¤t -0.88¡2:53 0.863:31 0.662:46 1.124:86 0.532:09
pppt 0.70
3:10
-0.61¡3:55 -0.53¡3:00 0.312:09 0.734:40
The C matrix suggests that:
- In°ation rates are adjusting.9
- German in°ation rate is pushed by home interest rates and indirectly by long term US
interest rates through US short term interest rate and by ppp.
- US in°ation is not pushed by the German interest rates but by US short term interest
rates which is pushed by US long term interest rate and by ppp.
- Shocks to long term interest rates have signi¯cant e®ects on short term interest rates, but
not the other way round.
- Shocks to short term interest rates had a signi¯cant e®ect on in°ation.
- Shocks to the US long term interest rate have an impact on both the German and US
in°ation rates.
- Shocks to ppp a®ect the in°ation rates in the two countries.
6.6 The r ole of shor t-te rm inte rest rate
To gain a further perspective on the role of the short relative to the long term interest rate
Tab. 19 shows a comparative analysis of the combined e®ect measured by
^
¦r=®^
^
¯r, where the
`r' stands for the restricted estimates leaving ® unrestricted, for both the small system and the
extended model which includes short term interest rates.
9The columns corresponding to
P
"^¢p and
P
"^¢p¤are not shown as no value was found signi c¯ant.
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It seems (see the last two columns of Tab. 19) that short term interest rates were signi¯cantly
important for in°ation rates at least in Germany and possibly in the USA, signaling, in principle,
the possibility to in°uence in°ation rates steering the short term interest rates. The central
bank, being the monopoly supplier of the monetary base is able to in°uence money market
condition and steer short term interest rates. A change in money market interest rates would
set in motion a number of mechanisms and actions by economic agents in°uencing in°ation
through the monetary policy transmission mechanism (ECB 2004). Our results agree with
the view of the ECB, however, the results for short term interest rates show also a signi¯cant
reaction to long term interest rates. From Tab. 19 appears rather clearly that the short run
e®ects go from bond rates in°uencing treasury bill rates, in°uencing in°ation rates as Juselius
and MacDonald (2003) put forward. Thus, although, monetary policy may steer in°ation rates
via short term interest rates, this analysis shows that long term interest rates, and with it the
perspectives of both growth and in°ation, a®ect signi¯cantly short term interest rates, hence,
in°ation rates.
The weak exogeneity of long term interest rates in the extended model seems rather appar-
ent as they were not signi¯cantly a®ected by any variable in the system, although the weak
exogeneity of the US bond rate was less clear in the small model.
In the extended model, the ppp seems a®ected by both short and long term interest rates
consistently with the common trends analysis in Tab. 18 and its weak exogeneity is less apparent
than in the small model.
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Tab. 19:The combined long run effect
^
¦r=®^r
^
¯
0
r
¢pt ¢p¤t ilt il¤t pppt
¢2pt ¡0:51¡7:19 0:010:25 0:255:35 ¡0:03¡4:39 ¡0:02¡0:5
¢2p¤t 0:120:88 ¡0:50¡6:37 ¡0:32¡6:24 0:696:24 0:406:24
¢ilt 0:000:17 0:001:42 0:000:52 ¡0:00¡1:62 ¡0:00¡1:62
¢il¤t ¡0:02¡2:00 0:012:95 0:022:79 ¡0:01¡1:86 ¡0:01¡1:86
pppt ¡0:01¡0:88 ¡0:00¡0:21 0:000:63 0:010:59 0:000:59
¢pt ¢p¤t ilt il¤t pppt ist is¤t
¢2pt ¡0:52¡6:51 ¡0:02¡0:38 0:754:13 ¡0:21¡1:37 ¡0:08¡0:70 ¡0:27¡3:17 0:273:17
¢2p¤t 0:332:22 ¡0:61¡7:90 0:150:45 0:010:50 0:632:90 ¡0:32¡2:01 0:322:01
¢ilt 0:000:50 0:000:32 ¡0:01¡0:72 0:010:50 0:000:22 0:010:71 ¡0:01¡0:71
¢il¤t ¡0:01¡1:09 0:011:57 ¡0:00¡0:16 0:010:34 0:030:00 0:010:61 ¡0:01¡0:61
pppt ¡0:01¡0:61 0:011:38 0:012:17 ¡0:06¡2:59 ¡0:03¡2:84 ¡0:03¡2:00 0:032:00
¢ist 0:010:97
¡0:00
¡1:29
0:04
2:65
¡0:04
¡3:26
¡0:03
¡2:87
¡0:02
¡3:17
0:02
3:17
¢is¤t 0:011:53 0:011:83 ¡0:09¡4:27 0:063:72 0:032:37 0:044:50 ¡0:04¡4:50
7 C onc lusions
Two building blocks of international monetary economics are the ppp and uip conditions. They
are usually assumed stationary, i.e. I(0). Recently, it has been uncovered the non stationarity
of both the ppp and uip. ppp and uip do behave like most of the economic time series: they
move more similarly to random walks as they are found I(1). This matter of fact has been
represented just an enigma for many economists.
Juselius (1995) and Juselius and MacDonald (2000), exploiting the I(1) property of the ppp
and uip, put forward the idea that ppp and uip were linked together producing a stationary
relationship. Just because ppp and uip were I(1), they could eventually produce a stationary
relationship like uip ¡ ppp s I(0).
This paper provided evidence that the cointegrating international parity relationship discov-
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ered by Juselius and MacDonald holds also in the case we used a di®erent price index measure.
This result is quite interesting since the producer and the consumer price indices, as shown by
Juselius (1999), do not cointegrate by themselves. This shows quite a robustness of the relations
found by Juselius and MacDonald (2000 and 2003) with respect to di®erent price indices and
a di®erent shift dummy used in the statistical model aimed to capture the di®erent regime due
to M3 targeting.
The shift dummy we used aimed to capturing the restrictive monetary policy between the
fall of 1979 and 1986. This agrees, we think at least in part, with the ¯ndings by Hansen
and Johansen in 1999 that the period 1979-1982 de¯ned a structural di®erent regime (Juselius
and MacDonald 2003). The shift dummy we chose just aimed to model this regime shift. The
similarities of the results and even of the estimated coe±cients of our model with the analysis
by Juselius and MacDonald are outstanding.
Some main results are the following:
² In°ation rates are adjusting to the other variables of the system, short and long term
interest rates and real exchange rates.
² In°ation rates do not a®ect other variable of the system, in particular they do not push
in any way nominal interest rates.
² About one third of the German in°ation rate is estimated to be imported from the USA.
² There is no strong support for real interest rate parity in contrast with what is often
implied in theoretical macroeconomic models.
² Bond and in°ation rate di®erentials, i.e. the uip, form a stationary relation with the ppp.
² There is evidence that long term bond rates are the main driving forces.
² There is no evidence that short term interest rates have any impact on long term interest
rates.
² There is some evidence that short term interest rates steer in°ation rates, but short rates
are also a®ected by long term interest rates. If 10 years bond rate depend on long term
growth and in°ation expectations as for example the ECB maintains, these factors may
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also play some role in the process of decision of the monetary policy and with it the
short term interest rates. Although, in principle there is room for the role of central bank
policy for controlling in°ation, evidence suggests that long term interest rates, hence
perhaps expectations for growth and in°ation, are the ultimate determinants of actual
in°ation. This might suggest that one e®ective channel through which monetary policy
could in°uence in°ation rates might work is by in°uencing long term expectations once the
central bank credibility in the commitment to maintain price stability is well established.
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